




 

   

    

 

    

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

   
 

Unclassified 
Sydney Metro – Integrated Management System (IMS) 

(Uncontrolled when printed) 

2. Conditions of Approval 
The following table outlines whether the proposed changes would be consistent with the 
relevant Conditions of Approval. 

Table 2 Comparison of the proposal with relevant elements of the Approved Project 
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Attachment A: Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit and 
correspondence with AHIP holder 
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I’ve spoken with , who clarified that Metro is not seeking to carry out geotech works 
under  AHIP. Instead, they are seeking written confirmation that has closed out its AHIP commitments. 
This would ensure that Metro would not be inadvertently contravening R  AHIP requirements.  

As per my earlier email, I suspect that Condition 10 (see attached) might be the only condition yet to be closed out. 

Happy to discuss. 
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Attachment B: Desktop Searches 
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AHIMS Web Services (AWS) 
Your Ref/PO Number : Claremont MeadowsSearch Result 

The context area of your search is shown in the map below. Please note that the map does not accurately 

display the exact boundaries of the search as defined in the paragraph above. The map is to be used for 

general reference purposes only. 

A search of Heritage NSW AHIMS Web Services (Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System) has shown

that: 

0

 0 

Aboriginal sites are recorded in or near the above location. 

Aboriginal places have been declared in or near the above location. * 



If your search shows Aboriginal sites or places what should you do? 

You must do an extensive search if AHIMS has shown that there are Aboriginal sites or places recorded in the

search area. 

If you are checking AHIMS as a part of your due diligence, refer to the next steps of the Due Diligence Code of

practice.

You can get further information about Aboriginal places by looking at the gazettal notice that declared it.

Aboriginal places gazetted after 2001 are available on the NSW Government Gazette 

(https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/gazette) website. Gazettal notices published prior to 2001 can be

obtained from Heritage NSW upon request

Important information about your AHIMS search 

The information derived from the AHIMS search is only to be used for the purpose for which it was requested. It

is not be made available to the public.

AHIMS records information about Aboriginal sites that have been provided to Heritage NSW and Aboriginal

places that have been declared by the Minister;

Information recorded on AHIMS may vary in its accuracy and may not be up to date. Location details are

recorded as grid references and it is important to note that there may be errors or omissions in these recordings,

Some parts of New South Wales have not been investigated in detail and there may be fewer records of

Aboriginal sites in those areas. These areas may contain Aboriginal sites which are not recorded on AHIMS.

Aboriginal objects are protected under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 even if they are not recorded as

a site on AHIMS. 
This search can form part of your due diligence and remains valid for 12 months. 

Level 6, 10 Valentine Ave, Parramatta 2150 ABN 34 945 244 274 
Locked Bag 5020 Parramatta NSW 2124 Email: ahims@environment.nsw.gov.au 
Tel: (02) 9585 6345 Web: www.heritage.nsw.gov.au 

www.heritage.nsw.gov.au
https://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/gazette
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